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[A] probabilistic conception of online speech acknowledges that enforcement of the rules 
made as a result of this balancing will never be perfect, and so governance systems 
should take into account the inevitability of error and choose what kinds of errors to 
prefer. The conscious acceptance of the fact that getting speech determinations wrong in 
some percentage of cases is inherent in online speech governance requires being much 
more candid about error rates, which can allow for the calibration of rulemaking to the 
practical realities of enforcement.

— evelyn douek, Governing Online Speech: From 'Posts-As-Trumps' to Proportionality and Probability (2021)
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Proportionality necessitates intrusions on rights being justified, and greater intrusions 
have stronger justifications. In constitutional systems, proportionality takes various 
doctrinal forms but always involves a balancing test that requires the decisionmaker to 
balance societal interests against individual rights. This emphasis on justification and 
balancing therefore takes the decisionmaker from being a mere "taxonomist" 
(categorizing types of content) to grocer (placing competing interests on a scale and 
weighing them against each other). This task requires much greater transparency of 
reasoning.
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— Iyad Rahwan, Society-in-the-Loop: Programming the Algorithmic Social Contract (2017)
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● Free expression
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POSSIBLE REGULATORY MODELS

● Transparency in platforms

○ Data Access Centres

○ A/B effect

● Friction

● Interoperability, middleware (cf. Fukuyama)

● Algorithmic social contract

○ Deliberative mini-publics (cf. Ovadya)

good regulation of AI has meta-benefits


